
2023 National Parent and Family Engagement Conference 
Session Survey Report 
 
Session Title: Teaching Social and Emotional Learning to Young Children 
# of responses: 41 
 
Response values: Very much (5), Mostly (4), Somewhat (3), Not very much (2), Not at all (1) 
 

Question Average Score 

Did the presenter(s) demonstrate competency in the 
subject area? 4.9 

Did the presenter(s) demonstrate good public speaking 
and communication skills? 4.9 

Would you recommend this presenter (these presenters) 
be invited to speak again at a future NHSA conference? 4.9 

Did the session advance your relevant knowledge or skills? 4.9 

Did the session provide you with relevant information on 
the topic advertised? 4.9 

Would you recommend this session be repeated at a 
future NHSA conference? 4.9 

What is your overall rating for this session? 
 
Scale: Excellent (5), Very Good (4), Good (3), Acceptable (2), Poor (1) 

4.9 

 
Comments: 

• The training was very informative and interactive! I learned a lot of new information 
that I can use with my families!! 

• Very interesting an informative.  Not that it was new material but it was great to hear it 
from another perspective. 

• The sign language aspect was interesting and informative. The strategies they shared 
were very practical and can be easily implemented. 

• I really enjoyed learning what y'all teached us today 
• They was very good. The presentation was well explained and they demonstrated 

through everything they did. 



• This was a fantastic training. It was very informative and gave many ideas and 
examples of ways to teach social emotional and self control. Great training! 

• This session was really informative and fun! I hope I can bring back these ideas to our 
HS program. However I left early because the person working at the door (I don't 
know her role- the room monitor?) would not stop talking. Loudly. It was disrespectful 
to the presenters and made it difficult to focus. 

• Great presentation.  Enjoyed them having everyone get involved 
• I loved the incorporation of sign lauguage and music. It was a great way to start the 

day.  As a parent it gave me great insight on how to handle my daughter that can be a 
handful at times 

• Very awesome, loved the interaction. 
• Loved it. Best session so far!!! 
• Amazing session. Loved it here and in Dallas! 
• Very engaging & informative session.  My favorite yet! 
• Very engaging! 
• Very informative and relevant training to practice what I learned in this training at my 

work. The presenters are very knowledgeable and were very well  prepared with a lot 
of helpful material, ideas and resources that will help me to support our young 
children by using sign language at every time. 

• The session was awesome it was interesting with lots of interaction. His assistants team 
taught sign language while he did the stories. The team worked very well together 
and kept the audience interest . My thoughts was teaching self control for children 
and introducing sign language which is important especially for non verbal toddlers to 
pick up on and express their feelings. Good job team good training 


